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On this site, you can find the complete menu of My Restaurant from Yārāda. Currently, there are 19 meals and
drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What Aasha H likes about My Restaurant:
Beautiful ambience which is well lit and very welcoming.So this restaurant was suggested by my father in law
who likes to indulge in their pot biryani.So we were also eagerly waiting to devour into their special biryani and
needless to same it tasted too good.We even ordered some fish appolo which was nice and spicy.Considering

the quality prices were pretty reasonable. read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of the establishment free
of charge. What Mukul Chand doesn't like about My Restaurant:

worst restaurant... they have served me rotten baby corn and chilli paneer is too hard to eat. last time they have
served me non veg gravy instead of veg gravy when asked the same they have created an act and changed the
gravy read more. At My Restaurant in Yārāda, they prepare original Indian spices fine meals and sides like rice

or naan freshly, Many customers find it particularly great that they can try the versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine.
If you'd like something after-dinner treat for dessert, My Restaurant does not disappoint with its good selection

of desserts, tasty vegetarian dishes are also on the menu available.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

P�z�
SPICY
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India�
BIRYANI
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